Te Ara Pataka camping, Banks Peninsula
Christchurch is spoiled with geography, both beautiful and rumbly in nature. The new Te Ara Pataka Track
less than an hour’s drive from the city is the latest addition to an amazing portfolio of outdoor experiences.
From the Hilltop car park, begin the tramp from one of Te Ara Pataka’s many tributaries, starting from Purau
Saddle.
Since the track’s two conveniently located huts were added to DOC’s booking system, the area has become a
proving ground for aspiring trampers.
The well-signed track leads past the iconic Monument and onto the summit walkway that follows the ridgeline.
Most of the distance to cover is easily visible in the distance.
The terrain is an unusual mixture of pastoral farmland and regrowing bush. Wide farm-tracks take turns with a
few narrow trails, especially on the slippery downhill to Hilltop. Along the way an eerie graveyard of totara
stumps that cover the landscape like knocked out teeth waited to be explored. Spin on your heels and the
change of perspective drives in the fact that you are on a dormant volcano, surrounded by the Pacific Ocean.
This impression of tamed wildness is reinforced whenever Christchurch’s Port Hills become visible on the
horizon.
Within four hours, arrive at Mt Fitzgerald. Climb down a narrow outcrop to find a tent-sized spot below an
overhang of volcanic rock. It offers shelter and views of a tamed wilderness that is making a slow comeback.
Wild File
Access Park at Purau Saddle. Car shuttle required if walking to Hilltop
Grade Easy
Time 6-8hr
Distance 19.7km to Hilltop
Total ascent 1177m
Map BX24, BX25
Elevation Profile
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much
information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route,
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps
and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.
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